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Process

•  A well-researched roster of 110 potential
acquirers was developed consisting of
strategic purchasers and private equity
groups across North America. Of these,
45 reviewed the Confidential Information
Memorandum (CIM), which ultimately led
to a high number of offers being
submitted.

• The successful bidder was BlueArck
Private Equity. Based in Vancouver, this
sophisticated private equity group has
evolved from an entrepreneurial family
office background.

• BlueArck’s entrepreneurial roots coupled
with its sales and manufacturing acumen
was of particular interest to the vendors.

Challenges

• The initial sale process was halted due to COVID-19, which required a
second go-to-market process, resulting in more bidders than pre-
COVID.

• Given the level of competition, selecting the right partner required
considerable analysis and consideration.

• The EBITDA impact of specific inventory accounting practices required
lengthy discussion.

The Baker Tilly Corporate Finance team fully supported us through a complete 
go to market sale process, which stalled due to COVID.  They then executed a 
thorough second process which ultimately resulted in an even better outcome 
and an ideal purchaser.  Their experience and effort ensured we had many 
options to choose from and provided the guidance we needed to navigate 
several transaction challenges with confidence.
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Outcomes

•  100 per cent of Pentco Industries Inc. was sold to BlueArck on
favourable terms.

• John and Ian will continue to work full time for a 12-month transition
period and in an advisory board capacity thereafter.

Now, for tomorrow

Now, 
for tomorrowNow, for tomorrow

• Pentco Industries Inc. was founded in 1991, but the roots of the company go back to the late 1970s.

• Based in British Columbia, Pentco specializes in manufacturing custom-sized cabinet doors with tight tolerances for frameless 
cabinet boxes in kitchen and bathroom applications.

• Clients include many of the largest cabinet manufacturers in western Canada, who in turn serve multi-family and single-family home 
developers across the region.

• Economies of scale, an unmatched breadth of styles and finishes, world-class automation and key direct supplier relationships 
position Pentco as a dominant industry player in western Canada.

• After running Pentco and its predecessor companies for more than 45 years, Pentco’s founders John McNulty and Ian Jackson were 
looking to transition the business to a purchaser with the expertise and financial resources to continue Pentco’s success.


